Reimagine driver training.
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safe driving
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wrongly accused
drivers

with driver
scorecards

Coach drivers in the moment, in the cab.
Zonar Coach™ is an advanced driver-assistance system (ADAS) that
prevents accidents. This solution features a forward-facing dashcam with
computer vision and advanced machine learning algorithms. As it scans
and analyzes the road ahead, Coach recognizes driver behavior, provides
real-time coaching and scores driver performance. When it detects a
driver speeding, rolling through stop signs, tailgating, braking too hard,
cornering too fast, lane drifting or accelerating too quickly, the solution
uses customizable in-cab audible warnings to alert the driver.
Some camera providers rely on outdated posted speed databases, which
are updated quarterly or sometimes yearly. Coach reads speed signs as it
scans the road, so you have accurate context for speeding incidents.
Paired with the Zonar V4™, all incident footage is uploaded through the
cloud to our Ground Traffic Control™ dashboard, where you can access
the footage and performance data in the same location as the rest of your
Zonar fleet information. One centralized location, one login, all of your
Zonar data. No manually retrieving memory cards from vehicles.

Key features
• Real-time audible in-cab coaching
• Scans real-world speed signs
• Event-based driver scorecard
• Machine learning to detect unsafe
driving
• Visual analytics and G-sensor based
event detection
• Video and photographic evidence
• Mapped location of incidents
• Customizable preferences to meet
fleet safety standards
• Trip summary report
• Web-based dashboard
• 24/7/365, U.S.-based technical
support from Zonar Customer
Success

Trust the video to tell the truth.
When there’s an incident, Coach’s dashcam captures clear
footage that can exonerate the driver—and the company—
against fraudulent claims and assist with insurance claim
payments. Drivers also see actual footage of key unsafe
driving behavior, providing them indisputable evidence with
the goal of making them more aware of their habits.
With advanced visibility inside the cab, drivers and fleet
managers can work together to improve driving behavior
while lowering fleet costs.

Empower your fleet to drive more safely.
Drivers with Coach-equipped vehicles can proactively monitor and improve their own performance. Coach scores
each driver based on key, triggering events. On the Zonar in-cab tablet, drivers access their scorecard and review
video footage. They can also compare their score to the rest of the fleet. Fleet managers also have their own webbased dashboard to monitor performance, customize scoring thresholds and analyze trends.

Focus on specific unsafe behavior—and drivers.
Zonar Coach provides a high-level view of your fleet, location and driver performance. Use these actionable insights
and objective video evidence to proactively coach high-risk drivers to perform more safely. Plus, each driver is
presented with a safety score that breaks down incident counts and trend reports, so your drivers can take control of
their own performance.
Customize Zonar Coach to fit your needs and particular safety standards. Set your preferences for events such as
speeding to focus on specific unsafe behavior. Also configure in-cab audible settings per vehicle.

Connect your operation.
Use Zonar’s other fleet management solutions to digitize your operation with one comprehensive platform.
Inspections, compliance, asset tracking, fuel efficiency: make your fleet work at its finest with Zonar solutions.

For more information, visit www.zonarsystems.com
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